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EXTREMAL RAYS IN THE HERMITIAN EIGENVALUE PROBLEM FOR
ARBITRARY TYPES
PRAKASH BELKALE AND JOSHUA KIERS
Abstract. The Hermitian eigenvalue problem asks for the possible eigenvalues of a sum of Hermitian
matrices given the eigenvalues of the summands. This is a problem about the Lie algebra of the maximal
compact subgroup of G “ SLpnq . There is a polyhedral cone (the “eigencone”) determining the possible
answers to the problem. These eigencones can be defined for arbitrary semisimple groups G, and also
control the (suitably stabilized) problem of existence of non-zero invariants in tensor products of irreducible
representations of G.
We give a description of the extremal rays of the eigencones for arbitrary semisimple groups G by first
observing that extremal rays lie on regular facets, and then classifying extremal rays on an arbitrary regular
face. Explicit formulas are given for some extremal rays, which have an explicit geometric meaning as cycle
classes of interesting loci, on an arbitrary regular face, and the remaining extremal rays on that face are
understood by a geometric process we introduce, and explicate numerically, called induction from Levi
subgroups. Several numerical examples are given. The main results, and methods, of this paper generalize
[Bel17] which handled the case of G “ SLpnq.
1. Introduction
The Hermitian eigenvalue problem asks for the possible eigenvalues of a sum of Hermitian matrices
given the eigenvalue of the summands (see e.g., [Bri13,Kum14] for recent surveys). In its Lie theoretic
formulation, this is a problem about the Lie algebra of the maximal compact subgroup K “ SUpnq of
G “ SLpnq. There is a polyhedral cone, Γps,Kq, controlling the possible eigenvalues, and the problem
can be generalised to an arbitrary semisimple group G. The corresponding polyhedral cones are called
eigencones, and are important objects in representation theory which also control saturated versions of
the tensor decomposition problem. In this paper we give an inductive determination of extremal rays of
these eigencones.
Fix a Cartan decomposition of G. It is known that Γps,Kq Ď hs` is a polyhedral cone (here h` is
the positive Weyl chamber of G, see below). It is known that Γps,Kq is cut out inside hs` by a system
of inequalities controlled by the Schubert calculus of homogenous spaces G{P where P runs through all
standard maximal parabolics of G. The regular faces (see definition 1.1) of the polyhedral cone Γps,Kq
have also been determined, see [Kly98,Bel01,KTW04,BS00,KLM09,BK06,Res10,Res11], and the survey
[Kum14]. The results cited above on regular faces do not include explicit (i.e., with formulas) procedures
of manufacturing elements in Γps,Kq on faces, and do not give information about the extremal rays of
Γps,Kq, or the structure of regular faces beyond their dimension.
We start by observing that all extremal rays lie on regular facets (Definition 1.1, and Lemma 5.4). We
then give formulas for some extremal rays, which have an explicit geometric meaning as cycle classes of
interesting loci, on an arbitrary regular face (Theorems 1.6 and 1.7), and show that the remaining rays
on that face can be explicitly understood by a geometric process we introduce, called induction from
Levi subgroups (Theorem 1.13). Theorems 1.7 and 1.13 produce explicit formulas, featuring intersection
numbers, which generate the regular faces of Γps,Kq.
The main results, and methods of this paper generalize [Bel17] which handled the case of G “ SLpnq
(and facets). While the results of [Bel17] used the classical geometry of flag varieties in type A, we rely here
on more general Lie theoretic methods. In particular, the ramification results of [BKR12] play a crucial
role in the construction of the induction operation (this phenomenon does not appear for type A maximal
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parabolics). The generalized Fulton conjecture proved in [BKR12] plays a key role in the proof of Theorem
1.6. We build upon earlier work on the minimal set of inequalities defining Γps,Kq [Bel01,BK06,Res10],
and the attendant ramification theory in enumerative problems [Bel04, BK06, BKR12]. The induction
operation is inspired by [Res10], the basic divisors Dpj, vq ((1.6) below), which are shown here to give
extremal rays, appear implicitly in [BKR12]. These basic divisors can also be seen to correspond to
Ej considered in [Res10, Section 4.1] for an optimal choice of X
o (as in loc. cit.), given the results of
[BKR12].
1.1. The eigencones. Let G be a semisimple, connected complex algebraic group, with a Borel subgroup
B and a maximal torus T Ă B. Let W “ WG “ NGpT q{T be the associated Weyl group, where NGpT q
is the normalizer of T in G. Our choice of B and T fixes a Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of
G. Let h be the Lie algebra of h and hR the real vector space spanned by the co-roots of G. Let K be the
maximal compact subgroup of G with Lie algebra k, chosen such that ihR is the Lie algebra of a maximal
torus of K.
Let h` be the positive Weyl chamber in hR. There is a bijection C : h`
„
Ñ k{K where K acts on k by
the natural action of a Lie group on its Lie algebra. Let Γps,Kq Ď hs` be the “eigencone”, with s ě 3:
(1.1) Γps,Kq “ tph1, . . . , hsq | Dk1, . . . , ks P k, Cphjq “ kj , j “ 1, . . . , s,
sÿ
j“1
kj “ 0u
To state the minimal set of inequalities determining Γps,Kq, we introduce some notation first.
1.2. Notation. Our choice of T and B fixes a Cartan decomposition of g. Let R Ă h˚ (resp R`, R´)
be the set of roots (resp. positive roots, negative roots) of G. Let ∆ “ tα1, . . . , αru Ă R
` be the set of
simple roots. Let tx1, . . . , xru be the basis of h dual to ∆; i.e., αipxjq “ δi,j . Let tα
_
1 , . . . , α
_
r u Ă h be
the set of simple coroots. Let ω1, . . . , ωr P h
˚ (dominant fundamental weights) be the basis dual to the
simple coroots, so that ωipα
_
j q “ δij .
Let hQ denote the Q-span of the simple coroots, and set h`,Q “ h` X hQ. We have an isomorphism
κ : h˚Q Ñ hQ induced by the Killing form, where, with h
˚
Z denoting the integer span of the fundamental
weights, h˚Q “ h
˚
ZbQ. The mapping takes the rational cone generated by dominant fundamental weights
h˚`,Q to the rational Weyl chamber h`,Q. Γps,Kq Ď h
s
` is a rational polyhedral cone, and we denote by
ΓQps,Kq Ď h
s
`,Q the corresponding rational cone.
Let P be any standard parabolic of G (not necessarily maximal) and U “ UP be its unipotent radical.
Let L “ LP be the Levi subgroup of P , which has a Borel subgroup BL “ B X L. The Lie algebras of
G,B, T, P, U,L,BL and K are denoted by g, b, h, p, l, bL and k respectively. Let XpT q be the group of
multiplicative characters T Ñ C˚. Let Rl Ď R (resp R
`
l , R
´
l ) be the subset of roots (resp. positive roots,
negative roots) of L and ∆pP q the set of simple roots in Rl.
The Weyl group of P , WP , is by definition the Weyl group of L. In any coset of W {WP , there is a
unique element w of minimal length, and it satisfies wBLw
´1 Ď B. Let WP Ď W be the set of minimal
length representatives in the cosets of W {WP .
Let w PWP . Define the Schubert cell Cw Ă G{P by Cw “ BwP {P . Let Xw be the closure Cw Ď G{P .
Let rXws P H
2 dimG{P´2ℓpwqpG{P,Zq be the cycle class of Xw.
1.3. The system of inequalities determining Γps,Kq. It is known (see [BK06]) that ph1, . . . , hsq P
Γps,Kq if and only if, for every standard parabolic P Ă G and w1, . . . , ws PW
P such that
(1.2) rXw1s d0 rXw2s d0 ¨ ¨ ¨ d0 rXwss “ rXes P H
˚pG{P q,
the inequality
(1.3)
sÿ
j“1
ωk
´
w´1j hj
¯
ď 0
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holds, where ωk is the fundamental weight corresponding to any simple root αk P ∆z∆pP q. Here d0 is
the deformation of the cup product on H˚pG{P,Cq introduced in [BK06].
Definition 1.1. A face of Γps,Kq Ď hs` is said to be regular if it is not contained in one of the Weyl
chamber walls on any of the s factors, i.e., the face is not contained in tph1, . . . , hsq | αjphiq “ 0u for
some pi, jq.
In fact, the inequalities arising only from maximal parabolics P suffice to determine Γps,Kq, and these
are irredundant: each inequality (1.3) corresponding to the above data with P maximal determines a
regular facet of Γps,Kq and all regular facets arise this way [Res10]. It will be shown that any extremal
ray of Γps,Kq lies on some such regular facet (Lemma 5.4). Therefore it suffices to determine the extremal
rays of all regular facets. Here d0 is the deformation of the usual cohomology product introduced in
[BK06].
Fix a (possibly non-maximal) parabolic P in G, and w1, . . . , ws P W
P such that (1.2) holds. Define
the face Fp~w, P q of Γps,Kq Ď hs` by
(1.4) Fp~w, P q “ tph1, . . . , hsq P Γps,Kq |
sÿ
j“1
ωkpw
´1
j hjq “ 0, αk R ∆pP qu.
We will often simply write F when the context is clear. We consider the more general problem of
determining all extremal rays of FQ “ F X ΓQps,Kq Ď ΓQps,Kq. This problem can be refined as follows:
Let L be the Levi subgroup of P , and Lss “ rL,Ls Ă L. Note that Lss is semisimple and simply connected.
Let KpLssq Ă Lss be the (standard) maximal compact subgroup. We pose ourselves the following more
general, related problems:
(1) Describe all extremal rays of FQ.
(2) Describe FQ in terms of ΓQps,KpL
ssqq.
1.4. Tensor cones and Eigencones. For any λ P h˚Z one can associate a line bundle Lλ on G{B (Briefly:
Lλ “ GˆB C as a line bundle on G{B where C is the B representation given by λ
´1). Via the Borel-Weil
theorem, this sets up a bijection between λ P h˚`,Z, the semigroup generated by the dominant fundamental
weights and Pic`pG{Bq, the semigroup of line bundles with non-zero global sections: H0pG{B,Lλq is the
dual of the irreducible representation Vλ with highest weight λ.
Definition 1.2. We have a cone
Tenss,G,Q Ď Pic
`
QpG{Bq
s “ ph˚`,Qq
s
formed by tuples pλ1, . . . , λsq such that for some N ą 0, H
0ppG{Bqs,LN qG ‰ 0 where
L “ Lλ1 b Lλ2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lλs P PicpG{Bq
s,
equivalently, for some N ą 0, pVNλ1 b VNλ2 b . . . b VNλsq
G ‰ 0.
Proposition 1.3. The (Killing form) bijection κs : ph˚Qq
s Ñ phQq
s restricts to a bijection between
Tenss,G,Q and ΓQps,Kq.
Proof. See, for example, [Sja98]. 
1.5. Basic extremal rays. Fix a face F “ Fp~w, P q as in Section 1.3 (see Equation (1.4)), with P an
arbitrary standard parabolic subgroup of G.
Definition 1.4. [BGG73] Let v,w PW (not necessarily in WP ) and β P R`. The notation v
β
Ñ w stands
for the following two (simultaneous) conditions: w “ sβv and ℓpwq “ ℓpvq ` 1. Note that if v
β
Ñ w, then
w´1β P R´ and v´1β P R`.
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Codimension one Schubert cells Cv Ď Xw correspond to v
β
Ñ w with v,w P WP and β a positive root
(not necessarily simple). As was observed in [BKR12], one should divide the set of such v into two types;
this division influences ramification behaviour in intersection theoretic problems:
Definition 1.5. Let w P WP . A codimension one Schubert cell Cv Ď Xw, v P W
P , is said to be simple
if v
β
Ñ w with β a simple root.
1.5.1. Divisors in pG{Bqs. In order to construct extremal rays on a face F given by (1.4), (i.e., line
bundles on pG{Bqs, see Proposition 1.3), we will identify a series of G invariant divisors on pG{Bqs, with
G acting diagonally on pG{Bqs. For a pair j, v such that v
β
Ñ wj with β simple (i.e, Cv Ă Xw is simple,
see Definition 1.5; in this case v PWP automatically), first set
(1.5) ui “
"
wi, i ‰ j
v, i “ j
.
Then define
(1.6) Dpj, vq “ tpg¯1, . . . , g¯sq P pG{Bq
s |
sč
i“1
g¯iXui ‰ Hu Ď pG{Bq
s,
which is given the reduced scheme structure, making it a subvariety of pG{Bqs. In Theorem 1.6, we will
show that Dpj, vq is codimension one in pG{Bqs. In particular, we can express
(1.7) OpDpj, vqq “ Lλ1 b Lλ2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lλs P PicpG{Bq
s,
for some λi P h
˚
`,Z. Since Dpj, vq is diagonal G invariant, H
0ppG{Bqs,OpDpj, vqqqG ‰ 0, and under the
bijection of Proposition 1.3, we get
(1.8) rDpj, vqs “ pκpλ1q, . . . , κpλsqq P ΓQps,Kq
The main properties of Dpj, vq are laid out in the following
Theorem 1.6. (a) Dpj, vq has codimension one1 in pG{Bqs;
(b) dimH0ppG{Bqs,OpmDpj, vqqqG “ 1 for all m ě 0;
(c) Qě0rDpj, vqs is an extremal ray of ΓQps,Kq;
(d) rDpj, vqs P F .
The following gives formulas for λ1, . . . , λs, and hence for rDpj, vqs:
Theorem 1.7. Write λk “
ř
ck,ℓωℓ. The coefficient ck,ℓ “ λkpα
_
ℓ q is computed as follows. Fix k and ℓ
and let uˆk “ sαℓuk.
(1) If uˆk P W
P and uk
αℓÑ uˆk, set uˆi “ ui for i ‰ k. Then ck,ℓ is the (possibly zero) intersection
number c in
(1.9)
sź
i“1
rXuˆis “ crpts P H
˚pG{P q
where the product is in the usual cohomology (and not in the deformed product d0, see the example
in Section 1.5.2).
(2) If uˆk RW
P , or uk
αℓÑ uˆk is false, then ck,ℓ “ 0.
Remark 1.8. We could also have expressed the coefficient ck,ℓ as follows: If uˆk P W
P and u´1k αℓ P R
`
(which is equivalent to ℓpukq ă ℓpuˆkq), then the coefficient ck,ℓ is the number c in (1.9) and zero otherwise.
Remark 1.9. The pairs pj, vq are in one-one correspondence with simple roots β “ αℓ and j such that
w´1j αℓ P R
´. This is because if we set v “ sαℓw then ℓpwq ą ℓpvq but ℓpwq ď lpvq ` 1 since αℓ is a simple
root, and hence ℓpwq “ ℓpvq ` 1. We have assumed that w PWP ; this implies v P WP .
1This fails without the simpleness condition on Cv Ă Xwj , see Remark 4.5.
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1.5.2. An example. Let G be of type D4, with simple roots α1, α2, α3, α4 (using standard notation [Bou02]
here and elsewhere), and corresponding simple reflections si. Let P “ P2 be the standard maximal
parabolic for which ∆pP q “ ∆ztα2u. Let u “ s4s3s1s2, v “ s3s1s2s4s3s1s2, and w “ s1s2s4s2s3s1s2; one
verifies that u, v, w PWP , and that
rXus d0 rXvs d0 rXws “ rXes P H
˚pG{P q.
This can be calculated using the multiplication table for pG{P2,d0q found in [KKM09] (in their notation,
rXus “ ǫ
P
θPu
“ b25, rXvs “ ǫ
P
θP v
“ b32, rXws “ ǫ
P
θPw
“ b22, and rXes “ b9) and was also verified by computer.
Therefore u, v, w, P give rise to a regular facet F .
Observe that, for instance, s3v
α3Ñ v. According to Theorem 1.6, Dp2, s3vq is a divisor on pG{Bq
s,
and we now compute the λi appearing in OpDp2, s3vqq “ Lλ1 b Lλ2 b Lλ3 using Theorem 1.7. First,
λ1: testing each of s1u, s2u, s3u, s4u, we see that only s2u satisfies ℓps2uq “ ℓpuq ´ 1 and s2u P W
P . As
rXs2us ¨ rXs3vs ¨ rXws “ rXes, λ1 “ ω2. On may check that this product would equal 0 if d0 were used
instead.
For λ2: s3ps3vq and s4ps3vq satisfy the two required conditions (the first is obvious). As rXus ¨ rXs4s3vs ¨
rXws “ 0, λ2 “ ω3. Finally λ3: only s3w satisfies the requirements, and rXus ¨ rXs3vs ¨ rXs3ws “ rXes, so
λ3 “ ω3. Indeed, pω2, ω3, ω3q is an extremal ray of the tensor cone for D4, cf. [KKM09], and lies on F .
All standard cup product calculations here were done by computer.
1.6. Other extremal rays.
Definition 1.10. A ray Qě0ph1, . . . , hsq is a type I ray of FQ if there is a pair pj, vq such that v
β
Ñ wj
with β simple, v PWP (i.e, Cv Ă Xwj is simple, see Definition 1.5) such that βphjq ą 0.
Rays of FQ which are not type I are called type II rays of FQ; they span a face F2,Q of FQ: They are
defined inside FQ by the system of equalities βphjq “ 0 whenever pj, vq is a pair such that v
β
Ñ wj with β
simple, v PWP (note that βphjq ě 0 on F).
It is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.7 that the extremal rays D “ Dpj, vq of Theorem 1.6 are type
I (see Corollary 5.1 (1)).
Let Qě0δ1, . . . ,Qě0δq be the type I extremal rays of F produced by Theorem 1.6, with q the number
of possible pj, vq with v
β
Ñ wj and β simple. We have a natural cone map
(1.10)
qź
b“1
Qě0δb ˆ F2,Q Ñ FQ
Theorem 1.11. The mapping (1.10) is an isomorphism of pointed rational cones.
Therefore, the general problems enumerated above reduce to the problem of describing F2,Q:
(1) Describe all extremal rays of F2,Q.
(2) Describe F2,Q in terms of ΓQps,KpL
ssqq.
We will do this by the process of induction.
1.7. Induction. Recall that L is the Levi subgroup of P .
Definition 1.12. Given ph1, . . . , hsq P h
s
Lss,Q Ď h
s
Q, define py1, . . . , ysq “ pw1h1, . . . , wshsq P h
s
Q. Finally
define IndGL : h
s
Lss,Q Ñ h
s
Q by the following formula
IndGL ph1, . . . , hsq “ py1, . . . , ysq ´
1ÿ
j,v
2
pαℓ, αℓq
αℓpyjqrDpj, vqs P h
s
Q
where the sum is over triples pj, vq such that v
αℓÑ wj with v PW
P (rDpj, vqs is defined in (1.8)).
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The induction operation IndGL is constructed geometrically, and in a more general setting. The formulas
have a simpler form in the setting of the equivalent (saturated) tensor invariant problem (as in Proposition
1.3), see Theorem 9.2.
Theorem 1.13. The restriction of IndGL to ΓQps,KpL
ssqq defines a surjective mapping of cones
(1.11) IndGL : ΓQps,KpL
ssqq։ F2,Q Ď FQ Ď ΓQps,Kq
Therefore all extremal rays of F2,Q can be obtained by induction (1.11) from extremal rays of ΓQps,KpL
ssqq.
Not all extremal rays of ΓQps,KpL
ssqq induct to extremal rays; some may even map to zero. For examples
of these phenomena, see Section 11.
The surjection (1.11) is of a special type, and the kernel of the associated mapping of vector spaces is
controlled by ramification divisors in the associated enumerative problem, see Remark 10.6.
1.8. Acknowledgements. We thank Shrawan Kumar for useful discussions, and for his comments and
corrections.
2. Basic extremal rays
Let P be an arbitrary standard parabolic of G. For w P WP , let Zw denote the smooth locus of Xw.
There is a largest group Qw Ď G, a standard parabolic, that acts on the closed Schubert variety Xw. Let
Yw Ď Xw be the open Qw orbit in Xw. Then Cw Ď Yw Ď Zw Ď Xw. By [BP99] (also see [BKR12, Lemma
7.1]),
(2.1) ∆pQwq “ ∆w “ ∆X wpR
`
l \R
´q.
Note that if α P ∆pQwq, then sα P Qw.
By [BP99, §2.6], (also see [BKR12, Proposition 7.2])
Lemma 2.1. Let v
β
Ñ w with v,w PWP . The following are equivalent:
(1) Cv Ď Yw.
(2) Cv Ď Xw is simple (i.e., β is a simple root).
Proof. This is just a restatement of the formulation in [BKR12]. If Cv Ă Yw, [BKR12, Proposition 7.2]
shows that β is a simple root.
From v
β
Ñ w, we know w´1β P R´. If β is a simple root then β P ∆pQwq (by Equation 2.1), and
Cv Ď Yw by [BKR12, Proposition 7.2]. 
2.1. The geometry. Define the universal intersection locus
X “ tpg¯1, . . . g¯s, z¯q P pG{Bq
s ˆG{P | z¯ P giXwi @iu ,
and similarly define subloci Z Ě Y Ě C using the Zwi , Ywi , Cwi , respectively, in place of the Xwi . (For
the scheme structures, see [BKR12].) As shown in [BKR12], X is irreducible and the projection map
π : X Ñ pG{Bqs is birational. Moreover, because the Xw are all normal, each XwizZwi has codimension
ě 2 in Xwi ; accordingly, X zZ has codimension ě 2 in X .
Let R Ď Z be the ramification divisor of the map π. It follows from the birationality of π that
πpRq Ď pG{Bqs is codimension ě 2 in pG{Bqs. Furthermore, it was demonstrated in [BKR12] that
ZzY Ă RYA for some A Ă Z of codimension at least 2.
Definition 2.2. With notation as in (1.5), let
rDpj, vq “ tpg¯1, . . . , g¯s, z¯q P pG{Bqs ˆG{P | z¯ P sč
i“1
g¯iXuiu Ď X Ď pG{Bq
s ˆG{P.
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Note that rDpj, vq has a natural scheme structure. Clearly, as sets, Dpj, vq “ πp rDpj, vqq. We will see in
Corollary 2.3 that this is an equality of divisors. It is easy to see that rDpj, vq is irreducible by the same
argument as for the irreducibility of X (see e.g., [BKR12]).
2.2. Proof of Part (a) of Theorem 1.6. Assume
‚ j “ 1 and w1 “ sβv with β a simple root. Set rD “ rDp1, vq.
First choose a point pg¯1, . . . , g¯s, z¯q P C ´ R. This implies that (by birationality of π and Zariski’s main
theorem)
(2.2)
sč
i“1
giXwi “ tz¯u.
Assume first z¯ “ w1P , by translations. We get w1 “ g1bw1p for some b P B and p P P . Assume b “ e
without changing g¯1. Therefore g1 P w1Pw
´1
1 , translate pg¯1, . . . , g¯s, z¯q by g
´1
1 which fixes w1P . Therefore
we may assume g1 “ e and z¯ “ w1P .
Let g11 “ sβ. Then g
1
1Xw1 “ g1Xw1 since sβ P Qw1 . Now z¯ “ w1P “ sβvP . Therefore z¯ P g
1
1Cv and
pg¯11, g¯2, . . . , g¯s, z¯q P
rD X Y. Now,
g11Xw1 X
sč
i“2
giXwi “
sč
i“1
giXwi “ tz¯u
which shows that pg¯11, g¯2, . . . , g¯s, z¯q P
rD X Y ´ R. The divisor rD is therefore not contained in R. This
finishes the proof of (a). The above argument has the following corollary:
Corollary 2.3. As Weil divisors, Dpj, vq “ π˚p rDpj, vqq. Here π˚ is the push forward operation on cycles
under proper morphisms [Ful98, Section 1.4].
Proof. Since π is an isomorphism on Z ´ R, we only need to observe that rDpj, vq is irreducible and
generically smooth. Both are standard (and follow by studying the fiber bundle rDpj, vq Ñ G{P as in
[BKR12]). 
2.3. A theorem on functions on the universal intersection.
Theorem 2.4.
H0pC ´R,OqG “ C.
This will be proved in Section 3.10.
2.4. Proof of Parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.6. Part (c) follows from part (b) as in [Bel17, Lemma
2.1] (briefly): Suppose some multiple OpmDq is a tensor product of two line bundles L1 and L2 with
non-zero invariants s1 and s2. Clearly the zero sets of s1 and s2 should be supported on D, since OpmDq
has only one non-zero invariant section (by (b)) up to scaling, which has this property. Since D is reduced,
and pG{Bqs is smooth, L1 and L2 are both multiples of OpDq, as desired.
We deduce part (b) from Theorem 2.4. For this we use
Lemma 2.5. πpC ´Rq Ď pG{Bqs ´Dpj, vq
Proof. Set
ui “
"
wi, i ‰ j
v, i “ j
.
If p “ pg¯1, . . . , g¯sq P Dpj, vq is the image of a point q “ pg¯1, . . . , g¯s, z¯q P C ´ R, then π
´1ppq is isolated
at q (here π : X Ñ pG{Bqs), and contains a different point pg¯1, . . . , g¯s, z
1q with z1 P
Şs
i“1 g¯iXui . This
contradicts Zariski’s main theorem. 
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We now prove part (b) of Theorem 1.6: f P H0ppG{Bqs,OpmDqqG gives a G invariant function, f ,
on pG{Bqs ´D, and hence one on C ´ R (using Lemma 2.5): namely, f ˝ π. By Theorem 2.4, f ˝ π is
constant on C´R; thus f is constant on πpC´Rq, a dense open subset of pG{Bqs´D. Therefore f must
be constant on all of pG{Bqs ´D, which proves the claim.
Theorem 1.6, part (d) is proved in Section 3.11.
3. Some parameter spaces
3.1. Principal G-spaces. We first point out why a stack theoretic approach is convenient. Suppose G “
SLpnq and P a maximal parabolic with G{P “ Grpr, nq, the Grassmannian of r-dimensional subspaces of
Cn. Then C parameterizes the set of r-dimensional subspaces V of Cn and s full flags of subspaces such
that V is in prescribed Schubert cells with respect to these flags. Now one can consider induced flags on
such a V , and on Q “ Cn{V . But V and Cn{V are not Cr and Cn´r canonically; therefore we do not
get a map to a product of flag varieties. Stacks provide a convenient setting to still make this work to
pull back objects defined invariantly. We may just study pairs V and Q with s full flags on each. This
is a stack and we do get a map from C to this stack. But we will have to work with objects without
trivializations, hence with principal G spaces (principal bundles over a point).
3.2. Principal spaces and relative positions. A principal G space is a variety E with a right G action
that is principal homogenous for the action of G (i.e., for any x P E the map G Ñ E given by g ÞÑ xg
is an isomorphism). If φ : G Ñ G1 is a map of affine algebraic groups and E a principal G-space then
E ˆG G
1 “ E ˆφ G
1 is a principal G1 space.
Suppose g¯ P E{B and z¯ P E{P . We define the relative position rg¯, z¯s P WP as follows. It is the element
w PWP such that
(3.1) z “ gbwp´1, for some b P B, p P P.
Here g, z P E are coset representatives of g¯ P E{B and z¯ P E{P . It is easy to see that w is independent
of choices. If we choose a trivialization e P E, we get corresponding elements g¯ P G{B and z¯ P G{P .
Equation (3.1) indicates that z¯ P G{P is in the Schubert cell gBwP {P .
3.3. Good representatives. Throughout this paper, we choose a set theoretic lifting W Ñ NpT q of
W
„
Ñ NpT q{T . Suppose g¯ P E{B and z¯ P E{P with w “ rg¯, z¯s P WP . Consider p as in (3.1). Write
z “ gbwp´1 as zp “ gbw, and change z to zp and g to gb. The equation simplifies to z “ gw. Therefore we
may choose a (“good”) representative pg, zq of pg¯, z¯q so that z “ gw. The choice of “good representative”
is unique up to the action of pw´1Bw X P q: If pzp, gbq is another choice of a good representative then
z “ gw and zp “ gbw and hence gwp “ gbw and hence p “ w´1bw P pw´1Bw X P q.
Definition 3.1. Let E be a principal G-space. An element z¯ P E{P defines a principal P -space EP pz¯q (the
coset in E{P ), and hence a principal L space ELpz¯q “ EP pz¯qˆP L, using the quotient map P Ñ L “ P {U .
Lemma 3.2. Under the map P Ñ L, the subgroup w´1Bw X P maps to BL Ď L, in fact onto it.
Proof. First we show that w´1Bw X P is connected: B X wPw´1 “ T ¨ pU X wPw´1q since both B
and wPw´1 contain T . Now T acts on both U and wPw´1 by conjugation. By [Bor91, Section 14.4,
Proposition (2)] applied to UXwPw´1 Ă U , we see that UXwPw´1, and hence BXwPw´1 is connected.
Clearly wBLw
´1 Ď B. Therefore BL Ď w
´1Bw and BL Ď P , therefore BL Ď w
´1Bw X P . Since
w´1Bw X P is connected we may prove the mapping property at the level of Lie algebras, which is easy
because wα ă 0 for any negative root α in RL. 
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3.4. Universal Schubert intersection stacks. We introduce the following stacks:
(1) The stack FlG parameterizes principal G-spaces E together with elements g¯i P E{B, i “ 1, . . . , s
(i.e., to consider families of such objects over a scheme X, we consider principal G-bundles E
on X locally trivial in the fppf topology, and sections g¯i of E{B over X). It is easy to see that
FlG “ pG{Bq
s{G (the stack quotient here, and below). Let FlL “ pL{BLq
s{L, which parameterizes
principal L-spaces F together with elements q¯i P F {BL, i “ 1, . . . , s.
(2) The moduli stack Cˆ which parameterizes principal G-spaces E together with elements g¯i P E{B
and a single element z¯ P E{P so that rg¯i, z¯s “ wi for all i. It is easy to see that Cˆ “ C{G. There
is a natural map π : Cˆ Ñ FlG .
Lemma 3.3. Let E be a principal G-space, and g¯ P E{B and z¯ P E{P with w “ rg¯, z¯s PWP . Consider p
as in (3.1). The element zp P EP pz¯q{pw
´1BwXP q is well defined. As a result, the corresponding element
in ELpz¯q{BL is well defined (see Lemma 3.2).
Lemma 3.4. The stack Cˆ parameterizes principal P spaces E1 together with z¯i P E
1{pw´1i Bwi X P q, i “
1, . . . , s.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.3: From pE1, z¯1, . . . , z¯sq, we let E “ E
1 ˆP G and gi “ zi ˆ w
´1
i . The
point z¯ P E{P is the tautological point. Lemma 3.3 gives the reverse correspondence, where E1 :“ zP
and z¯i :“ zpi. 
3.5. A diagram of spaces. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.2 and the map P Ñ L result in a map τ : Cˆ Ñ FlL. The
inclusion LÑ P gives rise to i : FlL Ñ Cˆ, so that τ ˝ i is the identity on FlL. The map i˜ is π ˝ i.
(3.2) C //
π

Cˆ
π

τ
!!❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
pG{Bqs // FlG FlL
i
hh
i˜
oo
Note that i˜ sends a tuple pF, l¯1, . . . , l¯sq to pE, g¯1, . . . , g¯sq where E “ F ˆL G, and gi “ li ˆ w
´1
i
3.6. Levification.
Definition 3.5. Let Z0pLq Ď ZpLq be the connected component of the identity of the center ZpLq of L.
The space Cˆ retracts to FlL by a process called Levification (cf. [BK16, Section 3.8], also [Ram96, Prop
3.5]). Consider an element xL “
ř1
kNkxk where the sum is over k such that αk R ∆pP q, with Nk such
that Nkxk is in the co-root lattice. Then t
xL “ expppln tqxLq topologically generates Z
0pLq as t varies in
C˚.
For t P C˚ we have an automorphism φt : P Ñ P given by (cf. [BK16, Section 3.8] and [Ram96, Lemma
3.1.12]) φtppq “ t
xLpt´xL, with φ1 the identity on P . This extends to a group homomorphism φ0 : P Ñ L
(which coincides with the standard projection of P to L) giving rise to a morphism φˆ : P ˆ A1 Ñ P .
Clearly, φt : LÑ L is the identity on L for all t.
Definition 3.6. Let pE1, z¯1, . . . , z¯sq be a point of Cˆ where E
1 is a principal P -space and z¯i P E
1{pw´1i BwiqX
P . Define the Levification family E1t “ E
1 ˆφt P for t P A
1, and z¯iptq “ z¯i ˆφt e. Clearly, at t “ 0,
pE1t, z¯1ptq, . . . , z¯sptqq is in the image of i : FlL Ñ Cˆ, and equals i ˝ τppE
1, z¯1, . . . , z¯sqq.
Consider a point pg¯1, . . . , g¯s, z¯q P C, which gives a point of Cˆ. Write equations gibiwp
´1
i “ z, or
gibiw “ zpi. We get the principal P space E
1 “ zP (independent of the lift of z¯) and well defined points
zi “ zpi P E
1{pw´1i Bwi X P q. All the spaces E
1
t “ E
1 ˆφt P are trivialized by z. Under this trivialization
pE1t, z¯1ptq, . . . , z¯sptqq is the point
pP, φtpz¯1q, φtpz¯2q, . . . , φtpz¯sqq “ pP, t
xLp1t
´xL, . . . , txLpst
´xLq
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The corresponding E spaces are also trivial, and hence we obtain a lifting of this part in C: the points
ptxLp1w
´1
1 , . . . , t
xLpsw
´1
s q: at t “ 0 we get pp1w
´1
1 , . . . , psw
´1
s q “ z
´1pg1b1, . . . , gsbsq
3.7. Comparison of line bundles and sections.
Definition 3.7. Let M be a line bundle on FlL. ZpLq acts on fibers of M and gives rise to a (mul-
tiplicative) character γM : Z
0pLq Ñ C˚ (note that the group of characters of Z0pLq is discrete). More
generally, this map can be defined if M is defined over an open substack of FlL since γM is constant over
connected families.
Proposition 3.8. Let U be a non-empty open substack of FlL, L be a line bundle on τ
´1pUq and M “ i˚L,
a line bundle on U , where i : FlL Ñ Cˆ and τ : Cˆ Ñ FlL. Then
(1) L “ τ˚M. Therefore τ˚ and i˚ set up isomorphisms PicpUq
„
Ñ Picpτ´1pUqq.
(2) If γM is trivial then H
0pτ´1pUq,Lq Ñ H0pU,Mq is an isomorphism.
Proof. The second part is essentially [BK06, Theorem 15 and Remark 31(a)], and the main point is that
if Et is a Levification family then a section of L (under the assumption of (2)) at E1 can be propagated
in a unique way to all Et, t ‰ 0 (since E1 is isomorphic to Et for t ‰ 0), and there are no poles or zeroes
of this extended section at t “ 0. For the surjectivity we can extend any section of L at E0 to all of Et
since the corresponding C˚-equivariant line bundle on A1 is trivial.
For the first part consider L1 “ L b τ˚M´1. Note that M1 “ i˚L1 is trivial, and γM1 is trivial. We
can apply (2) to pL1,M1q. The nowhere vanishing global section of H0pFlL,M
1q gives a global section
of H0pCˆ,Lq. It can be seen that this is nowhere vanishing as well (see [BK16, Lemma 3.17]: Consider
the corresponding Levification family (Definition 3.6), if a global section vanishes at Et then it will also
vanish at E0. 
3.8. Notation for Picard groups of stacks. Let X be a stack (for us X will be a quotient stack)
‚ PicpX q will denote the Picard group of line bundles on X .
‚ PicQpX q “ PicpX q bQ.
‚ Pic`pX q Ď PicpX q is the monoid of line bundles with non-zero global sections.
‚ Pic`QpX q Ď PicQpX q is the subset of elements such that some multiple has a non-zero global
section.
3.9. Ramification divisors.
Definition 3.9. (cf. [BKR12, Section 4]) Consider a linear map p : V ÑW between vector spaces of the
same dimension m. Let
detppq :“ p
mľ
V q˚ b p
mľ
W q “ Homp
mľ
V,
mľ
W q.
Denote by θppq (“the theta section”) the canonical element of detppq induced by the top exterior power of
p.
At a point a “ pg¯1, g¯2, . . . , g¯s, z¯q of C, we may consider two maps
TCa Ñ T pG{Bq
s
pg¯1,g¯2,...,g¯sq
and
T pG{P qz¯ Ñ
à T pG{P qz¯
T pgiCwiqz¯
The theta sections and determinant lines of the two maps above are isomorphic [BKR12, Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2], and describe the ramification divisor and the associated line bundle of the birational π : C Ñ pG{Bqs.
They give rise to the line bundle OpRq and the divisor R on C.
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The line bundle OpRq is the pull back of a natural line bundle on Cˆ: Consider a P bundle E1 together
with z¯i P E
1{pw´1i BwiX P q. This gives a point of Cˆ as in Lemma 3.4. Consider the map of vector spaces
(3.3) E1 ˆP T pG{P q 9e Ñ
à E1 ˆP T pG{P q 9e
zi ˆ T pw
´1
i Cwiq 9e
The determinant line and theta section for this map give a line bundle and a section on Cˆ, denoted by
OpRˆq and Rˆ. Recall that if E is a principal P space and P Ñ GLpV q a homomorphism (V a vector
space), then E ˆP V is associated vector space (a quotient of E ˆ P by an appropriate action of P ).
We claim that OpRˆq and Rˆ pull back to OpRq and the divisor R on C. To see this consider a
pg¯1, . . . , g¯s, z¯q P C. Let E
1 “ zP and find good pairs pgi, ziq lifting pg¯i, z¯q. There is a natural map
xP ˆP T pG{P q 9e Ñ T pG{P qz¯ and similarly maps
E1 ˆP T pG{P q 9e
zi ˆ T pw
´1
i Cwiq 9e
Ñ
T pG{P qz¯
T pgiCwiqz¯
.
The claim now follows from the functoriality of the determinant line and its theta section [BKR12, Lemmas
4.1 and 4.2].
Pulling back OpRˆq and Rˆ via i we get a divisor RL and line bundle OpRLq on FlL.
Remark 3.10. Under the assumption (1.2), forM “ OpRLq, γM is trivial (see Definition 3.7): This
follows from the definition of the deformed product given in [BK06]. Start with pl¯1, . . . , l¯sq P pL{BLq
s; one
gets a point of FlL. Then the fiber of OpRLq is identified (using (3.3), E
1 trivial) with the determinant
line of
(3.4) T pG{P q 9e Ñ
à T pG{P q 9e
T pliw
´1
i Cwiq 9e
The center of L acts on the trivial E1 by automorphisms, and therefore we have an action of Z0pLq on
the determinant line of this morphism. The triviality of this action is therefore implied by the assumption
(1.2).
Since we have assumed non-zeroness in the deformed product, by Proposition 3.8,
Corollary 3.11. (1) OpRˆq “ τ˚OpRLq
(2) Rˆ “ τ´1RL so that i : FlL´RL Ñ Cˆ ´ Rˆ.
Finally we recall the generalization of Fulton’s conjecture proved in [BKR12] in two equivalent forms:
Proposition 3.12. (1) dimH0pFlL,OpmRLqq “ 1 for all m ě 0.
(2) H0pFlL´RL,Oq “ C.
3.10. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Since the pull-back of Rˆ to C is R,
H0pC ´R,OqG “ H0pCˆ ´ Rˆ,Oq,
and the theorem reduces to showing H0pCˆ ´ Rˆ,Oq “ C.
Then note that from Corollary 3.11, H0pCˆ´ Rˆ,Oq “ H0pCˆ´ τ´1RL,Oq. Applying Proposition 3.8 (2)
on L “ O (γO is trivial) and U “ FlL´RL, we see that H
0pCˆ ´ τ´1RL,Oq “ H
0pFlL´RL,Oq. The last
space is C by Proposition 3.12.
3.11. Proof of Theorem 1.6(d). For (d), we follow arguments of Ressayre [Res10]: First it is enough to
show (see Lemma 3.13 below) that the pull back of OpDq along FlL Ñ FlG has a non-zero global section
on FlL. But this is clear since the pull back section 1 does not vanish along FlL´RL because FlL´RL
does not meet D by Proposition 2.5.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose L “ Lλ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lλs P PicpG{Bq
s “ PicpFlGq. Let M be the pull back to FlL of
L (via i˜). Then the following are equivalent:
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(1) x satisfies the linear equalities defining the face F , i.e., setting x “ pκpλ1q . . . , κpλsqq “ ph1, . . . , hsq P
hs, we have
sÿ
j“1
ωkpw
´1
j hjq “ 0, @αk R ∆pP q.
(2) γM : Z
0pLq Ñ C˚ is trivial.
Furthermore, if H0pFlL,Mq ‰ 0 then the equivalent conditions above hold.
Proof. Since Z0pLq is connected (2) is equivalent to
ř
λjpwjxkq “ 0 for all αk P ∆ ´ ∆pP q which is
equivalent to (1).
If s ‰ 0 P H0pFlL,Mq, then the action of the center of L on s is trivial on M at any point where s is
not zero, and hence γM : Z
0pLq Ñ C˚ is trivial. 
4. Divisor classes
4.1. Schubert cells are affine spaces. Let v P WP , let Uv “ tu P U |v
´1uv P U´u “ pvU´v´1q X U .
Then the map Uv Ñ Cv which takes u Ñ uv 9e P G{P is an isomorphism (see [BGG73, Proposition 5.1]
and the references therein).
Let Φv be the set of positive roots α such v
´1α P R´. Then the product mapping (in any order,
different orders give different mappings) ź
αPΦv
Uα
„
Ñ Uv
„
Ñ Cv
is an isomorphism of varieties [Bor91, Section 14.4]. Here Uα
„
Ñ Ga
„
Ñ A1 is the subgroup corresponding
to the positive root α.
Assume in the lemmas below that v,w PWP and v
β
Ñ w, with β “ αℓ a simple root.
Lemma 4.1. (1) sβΦv Ď Φw.
(2) Φw ´ sβpΦvq “ tβu.
Proof. For (1): If α P Φv, then we need to show that γ “ sβα P Φw. We know α ‰ β since v
´1β P R`.
Therefore γ “ sβα P R
` (see [FH91, Lemma D.25]), and w´1γ “ v´1sβsβα “ v
´1α P R´ since α P Φv.
For (2): From v
β
Ñ w, we find that w´1β P R´, and hence β P Φw. We claim β R sβΦv. If β “ sβα, then
α “ sββ “ ´β P R
´, and therefore we are done using |Φv| “ ℓpvq (similarly for w) and ℓpwq “ ℓpvq`1. 
Lemma 4.2. (1) sβCv Ď Cw.
(2) The map A1 ˆ sβCv Ñ G{P which sends pt, sβxq to expptEβqsβx sets up an isomorphism A
1 ˆ
sβCv Ñ Cw.
Proof. The first statement follows from the first part of Lemma 4.1. The second part follows from
[Bor91, Section 14.4]. 
Recall that Qw is the largest subgroup of G that preserves Xw. Since w
´1β P R´ and β is simple, sβ in
Qw and sβCw Ď Xw. The inclusion sβCv Ď Cw therefore yields a factorization of the canonical inclusion:
Cv Ď sβCw Ď Xw.
4.2. Universal Schubert varieties and their cycle classes. Let u P WP and consider the universal
Schubert variety
Su “ tpg¯, z¯q | z P g¯Xuu Ď G{B ˆG{P.
Recall that Xu Ď G{P is the closure of the Schubert cell Cu. Let m “ dimG{P ´ ℓpuq, the codimension
of Xu in G{P .
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We want to determine the first two terms (j “ 0, 1 below) of the cycle class rSus P A
˚pG{B ˆG{P q of
Su in the decomposition
AmpG{B ˆG{P q “
mà
j“0
AjpG{Bq bAm´jpG{P q
We may intersect with r 9esˆ grXws, with g general, and w PW
P arbitrary such that ℓpwq “ dimG{P ´
ℓpuq and see that the j “ 0 term is 1b rXus.
Write the j “ 1 term as
ř
ℓ Lωℓ b βℓ.
Proposition 4.3. Let uˆℓ “ sαℓu.
(1) If uˆℓ RW
P or u
αℓÑ uˆℓ is false then βℓ “ 0.
(2) If uˆℓ PW
P and u
αℓÑ uˆℓ then βℓ “ rXuˆs.
4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.3. For every simple root β “ αℓ there is an associated P
1 Ñ G{B which
sends t P A1 to expptEβqsβ 9e P G{B and t “ 8 to 9e. In fact the entire Schubert cell BsβB{B is the image
of A1, and the degree of the line bundle Lωk along this curve is δk,ℓ, and so Lωℓ is dual to this curve in
the Chow group of G{B (in the Schubert basis).
To prove Proposition 4.3, we first intersect Su with
”
BsαℓB{B
ı
ˆ grXws for a general g P G, and
w PWP arbitrary such that ℓpwq ` 1 “ dimG{P ´ ℓpuq. This shows that
‚ The intersection number I of βℓ and rXws will equal the number of points of the form pt, z¯q
where (note that G{B ˆG{P has a transitive action of a group, and we can use general position
arguments):
(a) z¯ P tXu P G{P (since (pt, z¯q P Su),
(b) t P BsαℓB{B “ A
1, and
(c) z¯ P Xw.
If αℓ P ∆pQuq, then tXu does not vary with t (since sαℓXu Ď Xu), and by general position arguments,
the intersection number I is zero. Therefore if u´1αℓ P R
`
l or u
´1αℓ P R
´, then tXu does not vary with t.
Therefore unless u´1αℓ P R
`´R`l , the intersection number I is zero (independently of w). The following
Lemma therefore shows the first part of Proposition 4.3.
Lemma 4.4. The following are equivalent:
(1) u´1αℓ P R
` ´R`
l
;
(2) uˆℓ PW
P and u
αℓÑ uˆℓ.
Proof. Assume (1). We first show that uˆℓ P W
P . We need to show that uˆℓR
`
l Ă R`. Assume the
contrary. Now uˆℓR
`
l
“ sαℓuR
`
l
Ď sαℓR
`. The only positive root which sαℓ takes to a negative root is αℓ,
so we will have αℓ P uR
`
l which contradicts our assumptions. Therefore we have shown that uˆℓ P W
P .
From u´1αℓ P R
`, we get ℓpuˆℓq ě ℓpuq ` 1, which should be an equality since uˆℓ “ sαℓu. Therefore (2)
holds.
Now assume (2). The length condition in u
αℓÑ uˆℓ implies that u
´1αℓ P R
`. If u´1αℓ P R
`
l , then
αℓ P uR
`
l , then uˆℓR
`
l contains ´αℓ which is a negative root. This contradicts uˆℓ PW
P . 
Now assume uˆℓ PW
P and u
αℓÑ uˆℓ. We need to show that βℓ “ rXuˆℓs. We will show that the intersection
number I of βℓ and rXws is the same as the intersection number of rXuˆℓs and rXws. This will finish the
proof of Proposition 4.3, since w was arbitrary.
The intersection number I is the count of pairs pz¯, tq satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c) above. By
Lemma 4.2, the sets tCu are distinct and have Cuˆℓ for their union. Therefore I equals the intersection
number of Xuˆℓ and gXw, as desired (we can assume that the intersection takes place in the open Schubert
cells in each by dimension counting).
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4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let pu1, . . . , usq be as in Proposition 1.7. Recall that
sÿ
i“1
pdimG{P ´ ℓpuiqq “ dimG{P ` 1.
Let rDpj, vq Ď pG{Bqs ˆ G{P be as defined in Definition 2.2. Note that Dpj, vq “ π˚p rDpj, vqq (use the
fact that rDpj, vq is not contained in R as proved in Section 2.2).
We have s morphisms pi : pG{Bq
s ˆ G{P Ñ pG{Bq ˆ pG{P q. The scheme theoretic intersection of
p´1i Sui equals
rDpj, vqq. This intersection is proper because the codimension of rDpj, vq in pG{Bqs ˆG{P
is the sum of codimensions of Xui . The cycle class of
rDpj, vqq is therefore the cup product of the pull
backs of cycle classes of Sui . Theorem 1.7 now follows from Dpj, vq “ π˚p
rDpj, vqq.
Remark 4.5. Suppose we consider a codimension one Schubert cell Cv Ď Xwj with v
β
Ñ wj , and β not
simple, v P WP . Define u1, . . . , us as in Equation (1.5), and let D be the right hand side of (1.6). LetrD Ď Z be the right hand side of (2.2). Then by [BKR12, Proposition 8.1], rD lies in the closure of R, and
hence D, the image of rD is of codimension ě 2 in pG{Bqs. The element π˚p rDq P A1ppG{Bqsq is zero, and
the formulas of Theorem 1.7 apply also in this case. Therefore one gets vanishing of several intersection
numbers.
Remark 4.6. The proof of Theorem 1.7 shows that one obtains formulas for a divisor class supported
on the locus (with possible multiplicities) given by the right side of (1.6) (as a suitable push forward) for
arbitrary u1, . . . , us satisfying
ř
pdimpG{P q ´ ℓpuiqq “ dimG{P and ui P W
P . This divisor class is zero
if and only if the right side of (1.6) is not codimension one in pG{Bqs (it is always irreducible).
5. Faces of the eigencone
5.1. The face F as a product. Our aim in this section is to prove Theorem 1.11. Consider the map
(1.10). We first show that it is an injection (actually we prove a stronger statement with Q coefficients
rather than Qě0 coefficients). Suppose
(5.1)
ÿ
abδb ` f “
ÿ
a1bδb ` f
1, ab, a
1
b P Q.
It suffices to show ab “ a
1
b for all b. Fix b and suppose δb “ rDpj, vqs where v
αℓÑ wj . Then we may apply
αℓ to the jth coordinate of (5.1). This gives ab “ a
1
b by using Corollary 5.1 below.
The following is an easy corollary of Theorem 1.7.
Corollary 5.1. Consider a pair pj, vq with v
αℓÑ wj , and set
OpDpj, vqq “ Lλ1 b Lλ2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lλs P PicpG{Bq
s.
Then,
(1) λjpα
_
ℓ q “ 1, and hence αℓpκpλjqq ą 0.
(2) Suppose pj1, v1q ‰ pj, vq with v1
αℓ1Ñ wj1. Then, λj1pα
_
ℓ1 q “ 0, and hence αℓ1pκpλj1qq “ 0.
Proof. Set
ui “
"
wi, i ‰ j
v, i “ j
Using Theorem 1.7, for (1), the coefficient cj,ℓ “ λjpα
_
ℓ q is just the multiplicity in the intersection
product (1.2) in ordinary cohomology product which is one, since it is one in the deformed product d0
by assumption.
For (2), consider the case j “ j1 first: We start by showing that v´1αℓ1 is not a positive root. Now
v´1αℓ1 “ w
´1psαℓαℓ1q “ w
´1pαℓ1 `mαℓq with m ě 0 since ℓ ‰ ℓ
1. Now both w´1pαℓq and w
´1pαℓ1q are
negative roots by assumption and hence v´1αℓ1 is not in R
`, and hence λjpα
_
ℓ1 q “ 0 using Theorem1.7.
If j ‰ j1 then we need to show that w´1j1 αℓ1 is not a positive root, which follows from v
1 αℓ1Ñ wj1. 
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The surjection part of Theorem 1.11 follows from Corollary 5.1, and the following:
Proposition 5.2. Suppose
L “ Lµ1 b Lµ2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lµs P PicpG{Bq
s
and x “ pκpµ1q, . . . , κpµsqq. Let pj, vq with v
αℓÑ wj and v PW
P . Assume
(1) H0ppG{Bqs,LqG ‰ 0. Assume also that x P F .
(2) αℓpκpµjqq ą 0, i.e., µjpα
_
ℓ q ą 0.
Let m “ µjpαℓ
_q P Zą0, and
L1 “ Lp´mDpj, vqq “ Lµ1
1
b Lµ1
2
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lµ1s P PicpG{Bq
s
and x1 “ pκpµ11q, . . . , κpµ
1
sqq. Then
(1) H0ppG{Bqs,L1qG ‰ 0. Thus all µ1i are dominant and x
1 P F .
(2) µ1jpαℓ
_q “ 0.
Proof. Start with a non-zero invariant section s P H0ppG{Bqs,LqG. We will show that s vanishes on
Dpj, vq: This will show that Lp´Dpj, vqq has invariant sections and lies on F (also use Theorem 1.6 (d)).
Writing
Lp´Dpj, vqq “ Lν1 b Lν2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lνs P PicpG{Bq
s
we see using Corollary 5.1 that νjpαℓ
_q “ µjpαℓ
_q´1, and we can iterate this procedure to get the desired
result.
For the vanishing of s on Dpj, vq, start with a general point x “ pg¯1, g¯2, . . . , g¯sq P Dpj, vq. Applying the
considerations of Section 5.2 below, set
ui “
"
wi, i ‰ j
v, i “ j
.
We will show that inequality (5.5) below fails: i.e., show that for a suitable αk R ∆pP q,
(5.2)
sÿ
i“1
u´1i µipxkq ą 0
However, we know that the point x is on the face F , and hence
(5.3)
sÿ
i“1
w´1i µipxkq “ 0.
Therefore it suffices to show that pw´1j µj´v
´1µjqpxkq ď 0 for some αk R ∆pP q, with a strict inequality
for at least one αk R ∆pP q. Now
(5.4) w´1j µj ´ v
´1µj “ v
´1psαℓµj ´ µjq “ ´µjpαℓ
_qv´1αℓ
By assumption µjpαℓ
_q ą 0. Also we know β “ v´1αℓ P R
`. Therefore the inequality holds. We now
show that at least one inequality holds strictly.
We claim that β “ v´1αℓ R R
`
l because if β P R
`
l , then αℓ “ vβ, and ´αℓ “ sαℓvβ “ wjβ, but wjβ is
a positive root since w P WP .
Therefore in the expression of the positive root β as a sum of simple roots, at least one root αk P ∆´
∆pP q appears with a non-zero coefficient, and v´1αℓpxkq ą 0. For this k, by (5.4), pw
´1
j µj´v
´1µjqpxkq ă
0, as desired. 
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5.2. Necessary inequalities. Suppose
(1) x “ pg¯1, g¯2, . . . , g¯sq is an arbitrary point of pG{Bq
s,
(2) s P H0ppG{Bqs,Lµ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lµsq
G with spxq ‰ 0. Assume further that
(3) XgiCui ‰ H Ď G{P . Here P is a standard parabolic of G.
We want to recall the (standard) proof of
(5.5)
sÿ
i“1
u´1i µipxkq ď 0
whenever αk P ∆´∆pP q, under these conditions.
First assume that 9e P XgiCui by translations in G. Next write down equations giui “ pi or gi “ piu
´1
i .
Consider the (rational) one parameter subgroup txk and the limit point
lim
tÑ0
txkpg¯1, g¯2, . . . , g¯sq “ ph¯1, . . . , h¯sq P pG{Bq
s.
The action of txk on the fiber of Lµ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lµs over the limit point (since this measures the order of
vanishing of s as tÑ 0) should be ď 0.
The desired inequality (5.5) follows from
Lemma 5.3. The action of the (rational) one parameter subgroup txk on the fiber of Lµ¯i at h¯i is given
by the exponent ´µipuixkq.
Proof. This is because h¯i is of the form liviu
´1
i where li is in the Levi subgroup L and vi is in the
unipotent radical and commutes with txk (start with pi “ liv
1
i and write v
1
i as a product of one parameter
subgroups). Therefore we need to compute the action of txk on the fiber of Lµ¯i at u
´1
i 9e, which is a
standard computation. 
5.3. Extremal rays lie on regular facets of the eigencone.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that ~r “ Qě0ph1, . . . , hsq is an extremal ray of ΓQps,Kq. Then ph1, . . . , hsq satisfies
some inequality (1.3) with equality (and maximal parabolic P ).
Proof. Assume not. By symmetry, we may assume h1, . . . , hm are all nonzero for some 1 ď m ď s, and
that hm`1, . . . , hs are all 0. By definition there exist k1, . . . , ks P k such that Cphjq “ kj P k{K andř
kj “ 0. If m “ 1, then k1 ‰ 0 but kj “ 0 for each j ą 1, contradicting the sum condition. So m is at
least 2.
Since each inequality (1.3) holds with strict inequality, ~r must be an extremal ray of hs`. However, the
condition h1 P h` is invariant under multiplication by Rą0; thus for arbitrarily small values of ǫ ą 0,
pp1` ǫqh1, h2, . . . , hsq and pp1 ´ ǫqh1, h2, . . . , hsq
are elements of hs` which are not proportional (since h2 ‰ 0), but their sum gives the same ray ~r. This
contradicts the extremality of ~r. 
6. Building blocks for induction
We need to find the remaining extremal rays on FQ, i.e., the extremal rays of F2,Q under the killing
form bijection of Proposition 1.3, we are interested in the extremal rays of the Q cone generated by line
bundles
L “ Lλ1 b Lλ2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lλs P PicpG{Bq
s
such that
(1) H0ppG{Bqs,LN qG ‰ 0 for some N ą 0
(2) For each of the q pairs pj, vq with v
αℓÑ wj and v PW
P , we have λjpα
_
ℓ q “ 0
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We want to replace pG{Bqs by a product of partial flag varieties
śs
i“1G{Q
1
wi
so that line bundles on the
latter pull back to line bundles
L “ Lλ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lλs
on pG{Bqs which satisfy all the linear equalities required in (2) above.
Definition 6.1. For w PWP , define
∆1w “ tα P ∆ | sαw ă wu “ ∆X wR
´ Ď ∆w
and let Q1w Ď Qw be the corresponding standard parabolic subgroup.
Lemma 6.2. Let Lλ be the pullback to G{B of a line bundle on G{Q
1
w, and v
αℓÑ w, v,w P WP . Then,
λpαℓ
_q “ 0.
Proof. This follows from αℓ P ∆
1
w since w
´1αℓ P R
´. 
The group w´1Bw X P played a key role in various constructions in the previous sections. It was
important in those arguments that it mapped onto BL under the projection to L. The group Q
1
w has the
same property (but not Qw). The following proof was communicated to us by S. Kumar:
Lemma 6.3. w´1Q1ww X L “ BL.
Proof. The inclusion w´1Q1ww X L Ą BL is easy because wBLw
´1 Ă B Ď Q1w. For the other direction,
we are reduced to proving that (also see Lemma 3.2),
(6.1) w´1RpQ1wq XR
´pLq “ H
Pick a w´1γ “ β in the intersection. Clearly γ is a negative root, since wβ is a negative root (use
wR´pLq Ă R´). Write γ “ ´
ř
γi with γi P ∆
1
w and simple. Now w
´1γi are negative, and hence w
´1γ
is a positive root, a contradiction. 
6.1. Enlargement of Schubert cells. Let C 1w Ď Yw Ď Xw be the open Q
1
w orbit in Xw. The following
lemma relates C 1w to simple codimension one Schubert cells in Xw (see Lemma 2.1).
Lemma 6.4. Let v
β
Ñ w with v,w PWP . The following are equivalent:
(1) Cv Ď Yw.
(2) β P ∆1w (in particular, β is a simple root).
(3) Cv Ď C
1
w.
Therefore Yw ´ C
1
w is codimension ě 2 in Yw.
Proof. If Cv Ď Yw then β P ∆w “ ∆XwpR
`
l \R
´q, and hence β P ∆. We will also have w´1β P R´, and
hence β P ∆1w “ ∆X wR
´. Therefore (1) implies (2).
Under the assumption (2), sβ P Q
1
w, which implies sβ 9w P C
1
w and hence Cv Ď C
1
w. Therefore (2) implies
(3). Since C 1w Ď Yw, it follows that (3) implies (1). 
6.2. Universal families over
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q. Define the universal intersection locus
X 1 “
#
pg¯1, . . . g¯s, z¯q P
sź
i“1
pG{Q1wi ˆG{P q | z¯ P giXwi @i
+
,
and similarly define subloci Z 1 Ě C1 using the Zwi , C
1
wi
, respectively, in place of the Xwi . (For the scheme
structures, see [BKR12].) As shown in [BKR12], the projection map π1 : X 1 Ñ
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q is birational.
Moreover, because the Xw are all normal, each XwizZwi has codimension ě 2 in Xwi ; accordingly, X
1zZ 1
has codimension ě 2 in X 1. Let π1 : X 1 Ñ
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q.
Lemma 6.5. π1pX 1 ´ C1q Ď
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q is of codimension ě 2.
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Proof. It suffices to show that π1pX 1 ´ C1q Ď
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q is of codimension ě 2. Consider the fiber
product diagram
(6.2) X
φ˜
//
π

X 1
π1

pG{Bqs
φ
//
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q
Now φ is a smooth fiber bundle over a smooth base, and it suffices to show that φ´1pπ1pX 1 ´ C1qq is of
codimension ě 2 in pG{Bqs. We have (see the remark below)
(6.3) φ´1pπ1pX 1 ´ C1qqq “ πpφ˜´1pX 1 ´ C1qq
and φ˜´1pX 1 ´ C1q Ě X ´ Y with complement of codimension ě 2 in X (by Lemma 6.4, note also that
X ´ Z is codimension ě 2 in X ). The desired statement follows from [BKR12, Proposition 8.1], which
shows that up to codimension two, Z ´ Y lies in the ramification divisor of π.
Remark 6.6. The equality (6.3) can be verified (analytic) locally on pG{Bqs. Let U be an open subset
of
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q, such that U 1 “ φ´1pUq “ U ˆ Λ for a suitable Λ. Then if Γ “ pX 1 ´ C1q X π1´1U then
the left hand side looks (over U 1) like π1pΓq ˆ Λ and the right hand side like πpΓˆ Λq.

7. Parameter spaces for induction
Remark 7.1. The constructions of Section 3.4 can be generalized: let ψ : P Ñ L “ P {U be the quotient
map, and let M1, . . . ,Ms be standard parabolic subgroups satisfying
ψ
`
w´1i Miwi
˘
“ BL
for each i “ 1, . . . , s. For brevity, write ~M “ pM1, . . . ,Msq. Then one can define FlGp ~Mq “
śs
i“1pG{Miq{G,
which parameterizes G-spaces E together with elements g¯i P E{Mi, i “ 1, . . . , s, and Cp ~M q, which param-
eterizes principal G-spaces E together with elements g¯i P E{Mi and a single element z¯ P E{P so that
z¯ P giMiwiP for all i.
Analogues of Lemma 3.4, the diagram in Section 3.5, the Levification process, Proposition 3.8, the
ramification loci of Section 3.9, and Corollary 3.11 all exist/hold in this general setting. The particular
case in which we are now interested is where Mi “ Q
1
wi
for each i, as we now convey in detail.
We introduce the following stacks:
Definition 7.2. The stack Fl1G parameterizes principal G-spaces E together with elements g¯i P E{Q
1
wi
;
i.e.,
Fl1G “
sź
i“1
pG{Q1wiq{G.
The spaces FlL are left unchanged in the induction operation.
Definition 7.3. The moduli stack Cˆ1 parameterizes principal G-spaces E together with elements g¯i P
E{Q1wi and a single element z¯ P E{P so that z¯ P giC
1
wi
for i “ 1, . . . , s. There is a natural map
π1 : Cˆ1 Ñ Fl1G, and it is easy to see that Cˆ
1 “ C1{G (C1 was defined in Section 6.2)
Similar to Lemma 3.4, we have the following
Lemma 7.4. The stack Cˆ1 parameterizes principal P bundles E1 together with z¯i P E
1{pw´1i Q
1
wi
wiXP q, i “
1, . . . , s.
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This lemma, Lemma 6.3 and the map P Ñ L give rise to τ 1 : Cˆ 1 Ñ FlL. The map LÑ P gives a map
i1 : FlL Ñ Cˆ
1, and the map i˜1 “ π1 ˝ i1. Similar to (3.2) we have the following diagram
(7.1) C //

C1 //
π1

Cˆ1
π1
 τ
1
!!❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
pG{Bqs //
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q // Fl1G FlL
i1
gg
i˜1
oo
7.1. Levification in the new setting. Cˆ1 retracts to FlL by Levification, generalising the constructions
in Section 3.6: Let φt : P Ñ P be as in Section 3.6.
Definition 7.5. Let pE1, z¯1, . . . , z¯sq be a point of Cˆ1 where E
1 is a principal P -space and z¯i P E
1{pw´1i Q
1
wi
wiqX
P . Define the Levification family E1t “ E
1 ˆφt P for t P A
1, and z¯iptq “ z¯i ˆφt e. Clearly at t “ 0,
pEt, z¯1ptq, . . . , z¯sptqq is in the image of i : FlL Ñ Cˆ.
Proposition 3.8 generalises (with the same proof) to this new setting with τ 1 : Cˆ1 Ñ FlL.
Proposition 7.6. Let U be a non-empty open substack of FlL, L be a line bundle on τ
1´1pUq and
M “ i1˚L, a line bundle on U , where i1 : FlL Ñ Cˆ. Then
(1) L “ τ 1˚M. Therefore τ 1˚ and i1˚ set up isomorphisms PicpUq
„
Ñ Picpτ 1´1pUqq.
(2) If γM : Z
0pLq Ñ C˚ is trivial then i1˚ : H0pτ 1´1pUq,Lq Ñ H0pU,Mq is an isomorphism.
7.2. Ramification divisors in the new setting. Let R1 be the ramification divisor of the map π1 :
C1 Ñ
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q. Similar to Section 3.9, The line bundle OpR1q is the pull back of a natural line
bundle on Cˆ1: Consider a P bundle E1 together with z¯i P E
1{pw´1i Q
1
wi
wiXP q. Consider the map of vector
spaces
(7.2) E1 ˆP T pG{P q 9e Ñ
à E1 ˆP T pG{P q 9e
zi ˆP T pw
´1
i C
1
wi
q 9e
The determinant line and theta section for this map give a line bundle and a section on Cˆ1, denoted by
OpRˆ1q and Rˆ1.
As in Section 3.9, OpRˆ1q and Rˆ1 pull back to OpR1q and the divisor R1 on C1. Pulling back OpRˆ1q and
Rˆ1 via i1 we get the same divisor RL and line bundle OpRLq on FlL as in Section 3.9 (by looking at the
complex computing the pull back determinant line, for example).
Similar to Corollary 3.11,
Corollary 7.7. (1) OpRˆ1q “ τ 1˚OpRLq
(2) Rˆ1 “ τ 1´1RL so that i
1 : FlL´RL Ñ Cˆ1 ´ Rˆ1.
The restricted flag setting has one new feature, which follows from Lemma 6.5 and Zariski’s main
theorem:
Lemma 7.8. π1 : C1 ´ R1 Ñ
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q is an open immersion whose complement has codimension
ě 2.
8. Picard groups
Corollary 8.1. π1˚ : PicpFl1Gq Ñ PicpCˆ
1 ´ Rˆ1q is an isomorphism.
Proof. We need to compare the set of G-equivariant line bundles on
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q and on the open subset
U “ C1 ´R1. If a G equivariant line bundle on
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q becomes trivial on U , then it is trivial as a
line bundle on
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q (by Lemma 7.8) and hence trivial as a G-bundle.
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To show surjectivity, extend a G-equivariant line bundle L on U first as a line bundle to all ofśs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q. We have isomorphisms L Ñ φ˚gL on U (here φg is the action of G on
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q).
These actions extend to all of
śs
i“1pG{Q
1
wi
q, since a section of the line bundle HompL, φ˚gLq on U will
extend to the whole space by codimension considerations. 
Definition 8.2. Let U be any non-empty open substack of FlL. Let Pic
deg“0pUq Ă PicpUq denote the
subgroup of line bundles M with γM trivial (i.e., center of L acts trivially).
(1) Let Picdeg“0pFlGq denote the subgroup of line bundles whose pull back under i˜ is in Pic
deg“0pFlLq.
(2) Let Picdeg“0pFl1Gq denote the subgroup of line bundles whose pull backs under the natural map
FlG Ñ Fl
1
G are in Pic
deg“0pFlGq.
(3) Finally, FlLss denotes the stack parametrizing principal L
ss-spaces F together with elements q¯i P
F {BLss ; i.e., FlLss “ pL
ss{BLssq
s {Lss.
8.1. Picard groups for the Levi subgroup.
Lemma 8.3. (1) PicLpL{BLq “ HompT,C
˚q “ PicpG{Bq “ PicGpG{Bq.
(2) There is a surjection pPicLpL{BLqq
s Ñ PicpFlLq whose kernel is the set of tuples pµ1, . . . , µsq
(using (1)) such that µi are trivial on T pL
ssq, the maximal torus of Lss, and
ř
µi “ 0 (i.e., given
the triviality of µi on T pL
ssq, equivalent to
ř
µipxkq “ 0 for αk R ∆pP q).
Proof. For (1), note that L equivariant line bundles on L{BL are in one-one correspondence with characters
of BL, which coincide with characters of T .
For (2), PicpFlLq is the set of (diagonal) L-equivariant bundles on pL{BLq
s. Therefore there is a map
pPicLpL{BLqq
s Ñ PicpFlLq. This is surjective because an L-equivariant line bundle on pL{BLq
s, as a line
bundle on pLss{BLssq
s, is of the form L “ Lµ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lµs , where µi are characters of T
1. These can be
extended to characters of T since T “ T 1 ˆ pC˚qa, where a corresponds to the number of simple coroots
α_k , αk R ∆pP q, and we can view Lµ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Lµs as an element of pPic
LpL{BLqq
s. This gives rise to a
diagonal L-equivariant line bundle on pL{BLq
s, call it L1. As line bundles on pL{BLq
s, L and L1 coincide,
and therefore as equivariant line bundles, differ by a character λ of L. We replace µ1 by µ1`λ (and leave
other µi unchanged) and then have L “ L
1 P PicpFlLq.
The kernel of the map in (2) is identified similarly: A tuple pLµ1 , . . . ,Lµsq which maps to zero gives
the trivial line bundle on pLss{BLssq
s, hence µi are trivial restricted to T pL
ssq. The center of L should
also under the diagonal action act trivially, so
ř
µi is trivial on Z
0pLq. Now Lss and Z0pLq generate L,
and we get (2). 
8.2. Comparison of Picard groups of flag varieties for L and for Lss.
Lemma 8.4. (1) The natural mapping (see Definition 8.2) Picdeg“0pFlLq Ñ PicpFlLssq is an injection
of semigroups, which is an isomorphism bQ:
(8.1) Picdeg“0Q pFlLq
„
Ñ PicQpFlLssq.
(2) Pic`QpFlLq Ď Pic
deg“0
Q pFlLq and (8.1) gives a cone bijection
(8.2) Pic`,deg“0Q pFlLq
„
Ñ Pic`QpFlLssq.
Proof. The injection statement follows from Lemma 8.3. For the surjection, given a line bundle L1 on
FlLss we can find a line bundle L on FlL which maps to L
1 under the natural restriction map. The action
of Z0pLq may not be trivial, but we can tensor L by a line bundle of the form Lλ b O b ¨ ¨ ¨ b O where
λ “
ř
akωk, the sum taken over αk R ∆pP q but possibly with ak P Q, to make the action of Z
0pLq trivial
(note that Z0pLq ˆ Lss Ñ L is an isogeny, so that any γ in the dual of the Lie algebra of Z0pLq is the
restriction of some element of h˚Q that vanishes on the Lie algebra of T pL
ssq). This proves (1).
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It is also easy to check that the map Picdeg“0pFlLq Ñ PicpFlLssq preserves global sections and (2)
follows.

9. The induction operation
Define
(9.1) Ind “ IndGL : PicpFlL´RLq
„
Ñ PicpFl1Gq
as a composite of the isomorphism from Proposition 7.6(1) applied to U “ FlL´RL (and Corollary 7.7):
PicpFlL´RLq Ñ PicpCˆ
1 ´ Rˆ1q
and the inverse of the isomorphism of Corollary 8.1. Note that ˜´i
1
¯˚
IndGL pMq is isomorphic to M (here
M P PicpFlL´RLq).
Lemma 9.1. Using notation defined in Definition 8.2,
(a) The restriction mapping PicpFlLq Ñ PicpFlL´RLq.
(b) The restriction mapping Picdeg“0pFlLq Ñ Pic
deg“0pFlL´RLq is surjective.
(c) The isomorphism Ind : PicpFlL´RLq
„
Ñ PicpFl1Gq restricts to an isomorphism
Ind : Picdeg“0pFlL´RLq
„
Ñ Picdeg“0pFl1Gq.
Proof. Part (c) follows from the definition and part (a) implies (b). For (a), we define a linear section
as follows: a line bundle M on FlL´RL inducts to a line bundle L on Fl
1
G which can then be restricted
to FlL via i˜, this is the desired lift: via π
1, Cˆ1 ´ Rˆ1 is an open substack of Fl1G. Therefore the pull back
of L to Cˆ1 ´ Rˆ1 is isomorphic to τ 1˚L, and since i˜1 “ π ˝ i1, and τ 1 ˝ i1 is the identity on FlL, the result
follows. 
Recall that Lemma 8.3 gives a surjection from pPicLpL{BLqq
s “ PicpG{Bqs to PicpFlLq. Therefore a
tuple pµ1, . . . , µsq of weights for G gives rise to an element of PicpFlLq. The following theorem gives a
formula for its image, under induction, in PicpFl1Gq.
Theorem 9.2. The composite induction map
(9.2) PicpFlLq։ PicpFlL´RLq
„
Ñ PicpFl1Gq Ď PicpFlGq
takes pµ1, . . . , µsq to pλ1, . . . , λsq where
(9.3) pλ1, . . . , λsq “ pw1µ1, w2µ2, . . . , wsµsq ´
sÿ
j“1
` 1ÿ
v
wjµjpα
_
ℓ qOpDpj, vqq
˘
.
Here the sum is over v P WP , j “ 1, . . . , s and simple roots αℓ such that v
αℓÑ wj.
9.1. The induction operation and global sections.
Lemma 9.3. If M P Picdeg“0pFlL´RLq, then
(9.4) H0pFl1G, IndpMqq
˜´i
1
¯
˚
Ñ H0pFlL´RL,Mq
is an isomorphism. Furthermore,
(9.5) H0pFl1G, IndpMqq
˜´i
1
¯
˚
Ñ H0pFlL, i˜
1˚ IndpMqq
is also an isomorphism.
We note that (9.5) also follows from results of Roth [Rot11], and is therefore not new.
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Proof. The first isomorphism (9.4) follows from Lemma 7.8 and Proposition 7.6:
H0pFl1G, IndpMqq “ H
0pCˆ1 ´ Rˆ1, π˚ IndpMqq “ H0pCˆ1 ´ Rˆ1, τ 1
˚
Mq “ H0pFlL´RL,Mq.
(9.4) factors through the inclusion H0pFlL, i˜
1˚ IndpMqq Ď H0pFlL´RL,Mq which gives (9.5). 
Remark 9.4. Suppose M P Picdeg“0pFlLq, then in general i˜
1˚ IndpMq and M may be different. They
are identified on FlL´RL (even without the condition of action on center on M).
Remark 9.5. Taking M “ O in (9.4), we see that h0pFlL´RL,Oq “ h
0pFl1G,Oq “ 1, and hence we
recover the generalization of Fulton’s conjecture proved in [BKR12] (this proof is not really a different
proof).
Now note that Pic`pFlLq Ď Pic
deg“0pFlLq.
Lemma 9.6. (1) The restriction mapping Pic`pFlLq Ñ Pic
`pFlL´RLq is surjective, with a linear
section.
(2) The isomorphism (9.1) restricts to an isomorphism Ind : Pic`pFlL´RLq
„
Ñ Pic`,deg“0pFl1Gq
Proof. For (1), the lift is just i˜˚ IndpMq as in Lemma 9.3, and (1) follows from (9.4) and (9.5). (2) follows
from (7.6), applied to U “ FlL´RL, and Lemma 7.8. 
Theorem 9.2 has the following corollary
Corollary 9.7. The induction map (9.2) restricts to a surjection
Pic`pFlLq։ Pic
`pFlL´RLq
„
Ñ Picdeg“0pFl1Gq,
9.2. Proof of Theorem 1.13. Under the identification of PicQpFlGq with h
s
Q, it is easy to see that
PicQpFl
1
Gq corresponds to tuples ph1, . . . , hsq such that αmphjq “ 0 whenever pj, vq is such that v
αmÑ wj ,
and Pic`,deg“0Q pFl
1
Gq to the face F2,Q. Similarly, Pic
`
QpFlLssq “ Γps,KpL
ssqq under the Killing form
isomorphism h˚Lss Ñ hLss induced from G.
Theorem 1.13 follows immediately from Corollary 9.7 and the following lemma,
Lemma 9.8. The Killing form isomorphism takes hLss Ď h to ph
˚qdeg“0, the set of λ such that λpxkq “ 0
for all αk R ∆pP q.
Proof. λpxkq “ 0 for all αk R ∆pP q if and only if ωkpκpλqq “ 0 for all such k, i.e., κpλq is a linear
combination of α_i with i P ∆pP q, i.e., is in hLss . 
9.3. Proof of Theorem 9.2. Denote the right hand side of (9.3) by pν1, . . . , νsq. We divide the proof
into steps:
(1) We first verify that pν1, . . . , νsq is indeed in PicpFl
1
Gq, since a priori it is only in PicpFlGq. Consider
a pair pj, vq with v
αℓÑ wj. We want νjpα
_
ℓ q “ 0. This vanishing follows immediately from Corollary
5.1.
(2) Next, we verify that the line bundle N given by pν1, . . . , νsq agrees with IndpLq, on C ´ R,
considered an open subset of FlG where L is the line bundle on FlL given by pµ1, . . . , µsq. To do
this we only need to show, by Lemma 3.8 that the pullbacks to FlL´RL via i agree. By Lemma
2.5, the line bundles OpDpj, vqq pull back to trivial line bundles on FlL´RL. It is now easy to
verify the desired agreement.
(3) Therefore one has a relation N “ IndpLqpDq on FlG with D supported on the complement of the
image of C ´R, i.e., a sum of divisors Dpj, vq.
(4) But such a sum of divisors D needs to be zero because both sides are in PicpFl1Gq, and Corollary
5.1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 9.2.
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We note that steps (2) and (3) are very similar to Ressayre’s proof [Res10] of the irredundancy of in-
equalities (1.2) for maximal parabolics P . The divisors analogous to D in op. cit. are not determined.
We are able to determine it (as zero) because of the enumerative computations of Theorem (1.7) (as in
Corollary 5.1).
Corollary 9.9. Let αk R ∆pP q, then induction of the various p0, . . . , 0, ωk, 0, . . . , 0q with ωk in the jth
place coincide, i.e., the following elements of PicpFl1Gq Ď PicpFlGq are the same:
p0, . . . , 0, wjωk, 0, . . . , 0q ´
ÿ
v
wjωkpα
_
ℓ qOpDpj, vqq.
Moreover, this element fails the inequality defining F and is thus not a member of Γps,Kq.
Proof. This last claim is seen from the following: each OpDpj, vqq appearing in the sum vanishes on the
inequality for F by Theorem 1.6(d), and
w´1j pwjωkqpxkq “ ωkpxkq ą 0,
since ωkpxkq “ cpωk, ωkq for some c ą 0. 
Remark 9.10. The quantity wjµjpα
_
ℓ q in (9.3) is ď 0 if µj is dominant:
wjµjpα
_
ℓ q “
2
pαℓ, αℓq
pwjµj, αℓq “
2
pαℓ, αℓq
pµj, w
´1
j αℓq
but w´1j αℓ P R
´.
If pµ1, . . . , µsq is a tuple of dominant weights for G then the λj in (9.3) are also dominant: We compute
λjpα
_
mq: If wjµjpα
_
mq ě 0, then there is nothing to show, given the non-negativity from previous paragraph.
If wjµjpα
_
mq ă 0 then clearly w
´1αm P R
´, and the divisor Dpj, vq with v “ sαmwj appears in the sum,
and hence λjpα
_
mq “ 0.
We note however that an element in Pic`pFlLq may not necessarily be representable by a tuple pµ1, . . . , µsq
of dominant weights for G, and it is therefore a consequence of our results that the formulas for induction
of elements in Pic`pFlLq produce tuples of dominant weights pλ1, . . . , λsq for G in (9.3).
Remark 9.11. By [BK06, Section 3], OpRLq is the line bundle on FlL given by (see Lemma 8.3(2)) the
s-tuple pχw1 ´ χe, χw2 , . . . , χwsq where χw “ ρ´ 2ρ
L ` w´1ρ. Here ρ (resp. ρL) is the half sum of roots
in R` (resp. in R`
l
). Since the induction of OpRLq is zero, we get an interesting relation from (9.3).
10. Related results
Let P and the wj be as earlier, and let
(10.1) H “ tph1, . . . , hsq P h
s
Q |
sÿ
j“1
ωkpw
´1
j hjq “ 0, αk R ∆pP qu Ď h
s
Q.
Lemma 10.1. H Ď hsQ is of codimension |∆´∆pP q|, and not contained in any root hyperplane αmphjq “
0.
Proof. We need to show that these equations are linearly independent: If fewer equations cut out the
same set, it will also be the case if we restrict to h2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ hs “ 0. Therefore the equations ωkphq “ 0
where αk R ∆pP q are linearly dependent which is clearly false. Finally, phQq
s
0 is not contained in any root
hyperplane because it contains points of the form pw1h,´w2h, . . . , 0q, h arbitrary. 
Clearly FQ Ď H, and we will show that it generates it as a vector space. This will show that FQ is a
regular face of codimension |∆´∆pP q|, a result first proved by Ressayre [Res11].
To do this we define
(10.2) Hr2s “ tph1, . . . , hsq P H | βphjq “ 0,@pj, vq, v
β
Ñ wj , β P ∆, v PW
P .u
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Clearly F2,Q “ Hr2sXFQ “ Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq, and parallel to FQ “ Q
q
ě0ˆF2,Q we have a decomposition
H “ Qq ˆHr2s, therefore it suffices to show that F2,Q generates Hr2s. Therefore we need to show that
Picdeg“0Q pFl
1
Gq is generated by Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq.
There are surjections (Lemmas 9.1 and 9.6),
Picdeg“0Q pFlLq։ Pic
deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq, Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFlLq։ Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq,
and identifications (Lemma 8.4)
Pic`,deg“0Q pFlLq “ Pic
`
QpFlLssq, Pic
deg“0
Q pFlLq “ Pic
deg“0
Q pFlLssq.
The desired statement that Pic`QpFlLssq generates Pic
deg“0
Q pFlLssq, now follows by reducing to simple
factors, and the known fact that ΓQps,Kq generates h
s
Q (s ě 3) for simple, simply connected G.
10.1. Irreducible components. Consider the inverse image RpL{BLqs Ď pL{BLq
s of the divisor RL Ď
FlL Let c be the number of irreducible components of RpL{BLqs . Let R1, . . . ,Rc be the irreducible
(reduced) components of this divisor. It is easy to see that each is left invariant by the connected group
L, and hence they give line bundles OpR1q, . . . ,OpRcq on FlL. Since H
0pFlL´RL,Oq is one dimensional,
we have that H0pFlL,b
c
i“1OpNiRiqq is one dimensional for Ni ą 0, i “ 1, . . . , c.
Lemma 10.2. OpR1q, . . . ,OpRcq give a Z-basis for the kernel of PicpFlLq Ñ PicpFlL´RLq
Proof. It is easy to see that OpR1q, . . . ,OpRcq are in the kernel. They are linearly independent because
any isomorphism of line bundles Op
ř
iPI aiRiq “ Op
ř
jPJ bjRjq, with I, J disjoint and ai ą 0 and bj ą 0,
produces two linearly independent sections in the the isomorphic line bundles.
They span, because if L P PicpFlLq maps to zero, then first the action of Z
0pLq is trivial, and hence we
have to show that L is isomorphic to a linear combination of the pull backs of the line bundles OpRiq,
when pulled back to pL{BLq
s, without any equivariance conditions. Let s be a non-zero section of L
on FlL´RL; clearly the pull back of s to pL{BLq
s has associated divisor supported on the union of
Ri Ď pL{BLq
s which completes the argument. 
Proposition 10.3. c “ q ´ ps´ 1q|∆ ´∆pP q|. Recall that q is the number of divisors Dpj, vq.
Proof. We count dimensions in the isomorphism Picdeg“0Q pFlL´RLq “ Pic
deg“0
Q pFl
1
Gq. The right hand
side has dimension dimH ´ q “ dimpG{Bqs ´ |∆´∆pP q| ´ q.
Using the surjection Picdeg“0pFlLq Ñ Pic
deg“0pFlL´RLq, we see that the left hand side has dimension
equal to dimPicdeg“0Q pFlLq´c “ dimpG{Bq
s´s|∆´∆pP q|´c (see Lemma 9.6(2)). The result follows. 
Lemma 10.4. OpR1q, . . . ,OpRcq give (some) extremal rays of Pic
`,deg“0
Q pFlLq.
Proof. This follows the same method of proof as of Theorem 1.6, (b) implies (c), using the fact noted
above that H0pFlL,OpNRiqq is one dimensional if N ě 0 for any i.. 
10.2. The face F “ Fp~w, P q when P “ B. Clearly Lss “ teu when P “ B and hence F2,Q “ 0, and
FQ is the cone spanned by the linearly independent δ1, . . . , δq. Therefore the dimension of FQ is q, while
at the same time it is sr ´ r “ ps´ 1qr, r “ |∆|, and c “ 0.
Corollary 10.5. The regular faces of Γps,Kq of codimension |∆| (the maximum possible) are simplicial
cones.
Remark 10.6. The following types of surjection of cones C ։ C can be considered special: Let V “ Qn,
and C Ď V a (spanning) cone that has the basis vectors e1, . . . , ec among its extremal rays. Let V Ñ Q
n´c
be the projection to the remaining n´ c coordinates. Let C Ď Qn´c be the image of C.
The surjection of cones (1.11) is of the above special type (take V “ Picdeg“0Q pFlLq, and e1, . . . , ec the
elements OpR1q, . . . ,OpRcq, using the bijection of Proposition 1.3, and Lemma 8.4).
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Under the bijection of Proposition 1.3, the surjection of cones (1.11) becomes Pic`,deg“0Q pFlLq ։
Pic`,deg“0Q pFl
1
Gq. We note that this has a section arising from Lemma 9.6.
11. Examples
In the following, we examine several facets of the D4 tensor cone (s “ 3), producing type I and type II
rays according to the formulas given earlier. All rays produced here can also be found in the (complete
up to symmetrization) list of 81 extremal rays for D4 in [KKM09]. In fact, all 81 extremal rays are type
I on some face. Type I extremal rays, under the bijection of Proposition 1.3, have the property that
any multiple has an exactly one dimensional space of invariant global sections, see Theorem 1.6, (b).
There are examples in type A in [Bel17], due to Derksen-Weyman [DW11, Example 7.13] and Ressayre,
of extremal rays for SLp8q and SLp9q respectively, which do not have this property, and give examples
of extremal rays which are not type I on any face. There are similar examples which do not have this
property for D5 in [Kie18].
Some rudimentary computer code, written using the free math software Sage, was used to find tuples
pu, v, w, P q giving rise to facets and to implement the formulas found in Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 9.2.
The details of these computer algorithms will appear in [Kie18].
11.1. A face coming from P2. Let G be of type D4, with simple roots α1, α2, α3, α4 and corresponding
simple reflections si. Let P “ P2 and u, v, w be specified as in the example in 1.5.2. On the corresponding
face F , there are 7 type I extremal rays, generated by:
pω1, ω4, ω3q,
pω3, 0, ω3q and pω4, ω4, 0q,
pω2, ω3, ω3q and pω2, ω4, ω4q,
pω2, ω1 ` ω4, ω3q and pω2, ω4, ω1 ` ω3q.
One may note that under the operation of switching entries 2 and 3 (i.e., pu, v, wq becomes pu,w, vq,
pλ, µ, νq becomes pλ, ν, µq) while simultaneously switching indices 3 and 4 (on all simple roots, fundamen-
tal dominant weights, simple reflections; this is a Dynkin diagram automorphism), the specific pu, v, w, P q
of the example remains unchanged. Therefore the face F is also invariant under the induced cone auto-
morphism; the above type I rays are listed in pairs according to this (order 2) automorphism (the first is
fixed).
The induction map gives the following four type II rays:
pω2, ω2, 0q and pω2, 0, ω2q,
pω2, ω2, 2ω3q and pω2, 2ω4, ω2q,
again given in pairs. The Levi associated to P is of type A1 ˆ A1 ˆ A1. The tensor cone for type A1 is
generated (over Z as well as over Q) by three extremal rays: pω, ω, 0q and its two permutations, where ω
is the single dominant fundamental weight. The dominant fundamental weights for L are ω1, ω3, and ω4,
each representing a copy of A1. Extremal rays for the type A1 ˆA1 ˆA1 subcone are therefore given by
the permutations of pωi, ωi, 0q, where i runs through 1, 3, 4, yielding a total of 9.
These 9 rays are shifted by a multiple of ω2 in each entry so that the result evaluates to 0 against x2
(in each entry); i.e., each ray is shifted to become degree 0 (see Lemma 9.8). The formula for induction
(9.3) is then applied, with the following results:
pω1, ω1, 0q ÞÑ ~0 pω3, ω3, 0q ÞÑ ~0
pω4, ω4, 0q ÞÑ pω2, ω2, 0q p0, ω1, ω1q ÞÑ ~0
p0, ω3, ω3q ÞÑ pω2, 2ω4, ω2q p0, ω4, ω4q ÞÑ pω2, ω2, 2ω3q
pω1, 0, ω1q ÞÑ ~0 pω3, 0, ω3q ÞÑ pω2, 0, ω2q
pω4, 0, ω4q ÞÑ ~0.
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These 11 rays are indeed all of the extremal rays on F . Notice that c “ # irreducible components of RL “
5, the number of extremal rays going to 0 under induction. Here q “ 7, s “ 3, and |∆ ´∆pP q| “ 1, so
5 “ 7´ p3´ 1qp1q illustrates Proposition 10.3.
Finally, in this example, any extremal ray for L which does not go to ~0 is induced to a type II ray.
This is not always the case:
11.2. Illustration of Corollary 9.9. Maintaining P “ P2 and u, v, w as above, we examine the induction
operation (without any shifting) applied to pu ¨ ω2, 0, 0q, p0, v ¨ ω2, 0q, and p0, 0, w ¨ ω2q.
First pu ¨ ω2, 0, 0q: one may check that u ¨ ω2 “ 2ω2 ´ ω1 ´ ω3 ´ ω4;
s4s3s1s2pǫ1 ` ǫ2q “ s4s3s1pǫ1 ` ǫ3q “ s4s3pǫ2 ` ǫ3q “ s4pǫ2 ` ǫ4q “ ǫ2 ´ ǫ3,
and indeed
2ω2 ´ ω1 ´ ω3 ´ ω4 “ 2pǫ1 ` ǫ2q ´ ǫ1 ´
1
2
pǫ1 ` ǫ2 ` ǫ3 ´ ǫ4q ´
1
2
pǫ1 ` ǫ2 ` ǫ3 ` ǫ4q
“ ǫ2 ´ ǫ3.
The type I rays and coefficients coming from divisors Dpj, vq for j “ 1 are:
ℓ OpDpj, vqq u ¨ ω2pα
_
ℓ q
1 pω1, ω4, ω3q ´1
3 pω3, 0, ω3q ´1
4 pω4, ω4, 0q ´1
Therefore pu ¨ ω2, 0, 0q is mapped to
p2ω2 ´ ω1 ´ ω3 ´ ω4, 0, 0q ` pω1, ω4, ω3q ` pω3, 0, ω3q ` pω4, ω4, 0q “ p2ω2, 2ω4, 2ω3q,
and one may check that
`
u´1 ¨ 2ω2 ` v
´1 ¨ 2ω4 ` w
´1 ¨ 2ω3
˘
px2q “ 2 ­ď 0, so this induced triple is not in
the cone.
Second p0, v ¨ ω2, 0q: v ¨ ω2 “ ´ω1 ´ ω3 ` ω4. The type I rays and coefficients coming from divisors
Dpj, vq with j “ 2 are
ℓ OpDpj, vqq u ¨ ω2pα
_
ℓ q
1 pω2, ω1 ` ω4, ω3q ´1
3 pω2, ω3, ω3q ´1
Therefore p0, v ¨ ω2, 0q is mapped to
p0,´ω1 ´ ω3 ` ω4, 0q ` pω2, ω1 ` ω4, ω3q ` pω2, ω3, ω3q “ p2ω2, 2ω4, 2ω3q
as well.
Finally w ¨ ω2 “ ´ω1 ` ω3 ´ ω4. The type I rays and coefficients coming from divisors Dpj, vq with
j “ 3 are
ℓ OpDpj, vqq u ¨ ω2pα
_
ℓ q
1 pω2, ω4, ω1 ` ω3q ´1
4 pω2, ω4, ω4q ´1
Therefore p0, v ¨ ω2, 0q is mapped to
p0, 0,´ω1 ` ω3 ´ ω4q ` pω2, ω4, ω1 ` ω3q ` pω2, ω4, ω4q “ p2ω2, 2ω4, 2ω3q
yet again.
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11.3. The faces coming from P4. Take P “ P4. The Levi associated to P is of type A3, whose tensor
cone is generated by 18 extremal rays: pω1, ω3, 0q, pω2, ω2, 0q, pω2, ω3, ω3q, pω2, ω2, ω1 ` ω3q, pω2, ω1, ω1q,
and permutations: To apply induction, we want to get them in deg “ 0 part of PicpFLLq (as in Section
11.1). We shift each entry by a multiple of ω4 so that the result evaluates to 0 against x4 (in each entry),
see Lemma 9.8.
It is possible for an induced ray to be non-zero and non-extremal (call such a ray “exotic”); this happens
on several faces arising from P4. For instance, on the face Fps2s4, s3s1s2s4, s4s2s3s1s2s4, P4q, the extremal
ray pω2, ω2, ω1 ` ω3q for A3 is induced to pω1 ` ω3 ` ω4, ω2 ` ω4, ω1 ` ω3q, which is not an extremal ray
for F because it can be expressed as the sum of two distinct extremal rays of F :
pω1 ` ω3 ` ω4, ω2 ` ω4, ω1 ` ω3q “ pω1 ` ω4, ω2, ω3q ` pω3, ω4, ω1q.
The following table summarizes some characteristics of the 7 faces (up to symmetrization) coming from
P4:
Weyl triple q c exotic induced rays total rays pq ` 18´ c´ eq
p1, s4s2s3s1s2s4, s4s2s3s1s2s4q 2 0 none 20
ps4, s2s3s1s2s4, s4s2s3s1s2s4q 3 1 none 20
ps2s4, s3s1s2s4, s4s2s3s1s2s4q 4 2 1 19
ps2s4, s2s3s1s2s4, s2s3s1s2s4q 3 1 6 14
ps3s2s4, s1s2s4, s4s2s3s1s2s4q 3 1 1 19
ps3s2s4, s3s1s2s4, s2s3s1s2s4q 4 2 3 17
ps1s2s4, s3s1s2s4, s2s3s1s2s4q 4 2 3 17
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